LIBERTY, GEORGIA [farms 5155-5289]

5157 Operator was a farmer and a wheelwright.

5230 Operator was a blacksmith.

5236 Operator of farm 5237 lived on this farm.

5237 Operator lived on farm 5236.

5275 Operator was in the turpentine business.

5276 Operator was a teamster.

5283 Additional crop: 80-X-5.

5284 Additional crop: 80-X-5.
5315 Operator was a lawyer. The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 19, line 4 of the Agricultural Schedule.


5318 The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 19, line 7 of the Agricultural Schedule.

5326 Operator was an agent for washing machines.

5373 Operator was a postmaster.

5374 Operator was a merchant.
COLUMBIA, FLORIDA [farms 5380-5489]

Sugar cane output for the county was reported in barrels and not hogsheads. The correction was made for the tape on the basis of four barrels per hogshead.

5389 Additional crop: 73-3-X.

5450 Operator of farm 5451 lived on this farm.

5451 Operator lived on farm 5450. Additional crop: 73-1-1.

5456 Additional crop: 73-1-1.

5457 Additional crop: 73-1-X.

5459 Additional crop: 73-1-1.

5460 Additional crops: 91-2-50; 73-1-1.

5467 Additional crop: 91-X-10.

5468 Additional crop: 73-X-1.

5474 Additional crop: 73-1-X.
5508 Operator of farm 5509 lived on this farm.
5509 Operator lived on farm 5508.
5517 Operator of farm 5518 lived on this farm.
5518 Operator lived on farm 5517.
5519 Operator was a merchant.
5533 Operator of farm 5534 lived on this farm.
5534 Operator lived on farm 5533.
5565 Operator was a railroad employee.
5576 Operator was a "divinity".
WASHINGTON, FLORIDA [farms 5580-5624]

Enumeration District 157 [farms 5580 to 5624]: The enumerator for this district listed occupations only for the head of households. Therefore, the number at work on each farm may be low.

5580 Operator was a fisherman.
JEFFERSON, MISSISSIPPI [farms 5625-5804]

5628 Operator was a blacksmith.

5629 The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 1, line 5 of the Agricultural Schedule.

5630 The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 5, line 6 of the Agricultural Schedule.

5631 Additional crop: 91-1-24. The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 5, line 7 of the Agricultural Schedule.

5633 Additional crops: 80-X-9; 91-1-5.

5648 Operator was a merchandiser.

5669 Additional crop: 88-1-8.

5694 Operator was a carpenter.

5707 The value of farm was recorded as $25.00, an absurdly low figure given the acreage (25 tilled acres), and the values of neighboring farms which were consistently recorded as $10.00 per tilled acre. The tape has been corrected to show the value of the farm as $250.00.

5711 Operator was a merchant. Operator of 5712 lived on this farm.

5712 Operator lived on farm 5711.

5718 Operator was a blacksmith and a farmer.

5724 Operator was a general merchant and a farmer.

5726 Operator of farm 5727 lived on this farm.

5727 Operator lived on farm 5726.

5762 Operator of farm 5763 lived on this farm.
JEFFERSON, MISSISSIPPI (continued)

5763 Operator lived on farm 5762.
5795 Operator was a blacksmith.
5796 Operator was a shoemaker.
5798 Operator was a brick mason.
WALKER, ALABAMA [farms 5805-5969]


5817 Additional crops: 88-1-X; 91-1-X.

5820 Operator was a blacksmith.

5831 The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 15, line 3 of the Agricultural Schedule. Additional crop: 86-X-20.

5833 Additional crops: 91-1-X; 88-1-X.

5836 Additional crop: 58-3-X.

5842 Operator of farm 5843 lived on this farm.

5843 Operator lived on farm 5842.

5846 Operator was a physician and a farmer.

5850 Additional crops: 81-1-10; 88-2-X; 91-1-X.

5858 Operator of farm 5859 lived on this farm.

5859 Operator lived on farm 5858

5860 Operator was a school teacher.

5873 Additional crop: 91-1-X.

5875 Additional crop: 81-X-3.

5876 Additional crops: 80-X-1; 81-X-4; 91-2-X.

5880 Additional crop: 91-1-X.

5886 Operator was a minister.

5888 Operator was a house carpenter.

5891 Operator was a minister.

5898 Additional crops: 80-X-5; 81-1-X; 91-2-X.

5921 Additional crop: 91-2-X.
WALKER, ALABAMA (continued).

5930 Additional crop: 80-X-100.

5935 Operator of farm 5936 lived on this farm.

5936 Operator lived on farm 5935.

5946 Additional crops: 80-X-3; 86-X-10; 88-1-X; 91-1-X.

5955 Additional crop: 91-2-175.

Enumeration District 285 [farms 5960 to 5969]. The enumerator did not distinguish either households or dwellings on pages 5, 6, 7, and 8 of the Population Schedule. Therefore the number at home was determined by last names and relationships.

5961 Additional crops: 80-X-1; 88-1-20.


5967 Additional crops: 80-X-20; 81-X-10; 91-1-10.

5968 Additional crop: 81-X-10.

5969 Additional crops: 80-X-100; 81-X-20; 86-X-25; 88-1-10.
ST. CLAIR, ALABAMA [farms 5970-6159]

6004 The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 1, line 10 of the Agricultural Schedule.

6022 Operator was a merchant.

6024 Operator was a store clerk.

6025 The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 24, line 1 of the Agricultural Schedule.

6049 This farm was operated by a partnership. The second partner was a White, literate, 31 year old native of Alabama. He is found on page 31, line 19 of the Population Schedule.

6054 Additional crops: 80-X-20; 91-1-X.

6062 Additional crop: 88-X-1.

6071 Additional crop: 91-X-50.

6077 The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 18, line 3 of the Agricultural Schedule.

6080 Additional crop: 80-X-200.

6083 Operator was a grocer.

6098 Operator was a millwright.

6109 Operator was a miller.

6116 Operator was a dry goods merchant.

6117 Additional crop: 81-X-1.

6118 Additional crop: 80-X-3.

6119 Additional crop: 80-X-3.

6123 Additional crops: 80-X-6; 86-X-20; 88-1-X; 91-1-X.
ST. CLAIR, ALABAMA (continued)

6127 Additional crop: 88-1-X.

6132 Operator was a carpenter.

6137 Operator also operated farm 6138. Additional crop: 80-X-30.

6138 Operator also operated farm 6137.

6147 Operator was a carpenter.

6149 Operator was a carpenter.

6150 The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 4, line 1 of the Agricultural schedule.
TAYLOR, GEORGIA [farms 6160-6239]

6163 Additional crops: 88-1-25; 91-1-100.
6180 Additional crop: 91-2-400.
6181 Additional crop: 91-1-38.
6188 Additional crops: 88-1-10; 91-2-300.
6190 Additional crop: 62-8-25.
6193 Additional crops: 88-1-10; 91-2-300.
6196 Additional crops: 88-X-5; 91-3-X.
6197 Additional crops: 88-3-X; 91-5-X.
6205 Operator was a dry goods and grocery merchant.
6210 Additional crops: 91-1-X; 88-1-X.
6212 Operator was a millwright and a machinist.
6214 Operator was a school teacher.
6223 Operator was a merchant and a farmer.
6229 Additional crop: 88-2-X.
6230 Additional crops: 88-1-25; 91-1-25.
WILLIAMSBURGH, SOUTH CAROLINA [farms 6240-6391]

Enumeration District 130 [farms 6250 to 6261]: This district was slightly undersampled because of very poorly exposed film.

6250 Operator was a merchant and a farmer.
6279 Operator was a store clerk.
6283 Operator was a blacksmith.
6317 Operator was a merchant.

Enumeration District 138 [farms 6337 to 6351]: In this district the enumerator reversed the standard procedure for reporting literacy. The errors were corrected whenever possible. However, literacy data for this district should not be considered totally reliable.

6347 Operator was a preacher. Operator of farm 6348 lived on this farm.
6348 Operator lived on farm 6347.
6362 Operator was a carpenter.
6385 Operator lived on farm 6386.
6386 Operator of farm 6385 lived on this farm.
MADISON, LOUISIANA [farms 6392-6426]

6397 Operator was a merchant.
DALLAS, ALABAMA [farms 6427-6679]

Enumeration District 41 [farms 6427-6436]: On pages 1 through 5 of this district the enumerator reversed the standard procedure for indicating literacy. "Cannot read" and "Cannot write" were marked to read "Can read" and "Can write". The balance of the district appears to have been reported in the standard way; the literacy columns were not altered. The errors were corrected for the tape.

6427 Operators of farms 6428 and 6429 lived on this farm.
6428 Operator lived on farm 6427.
6429 Operator lived on farm 6427.
6430 Additional crops: 81-X-5; 91-1-100.
6437 Operator was a midwife.
6477 Operator was a brick mason. Operator of farm 6478 lived on this farm.
6478 Operator lived on farm 6477.
6489 Operator was a doctor and a farmer.

6520 The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 21, line 1 of the Agricultural Schedule.
6522 Operator of farm 6523 lived on this farm.
6523 Operator lived on farm 6522.

6541 The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 7, line 2 of the Agricultural Schedule.
6610 The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 6, line 1 of the Agricultural Schedule.
DALLAS, ALABAMA (continued)

6620 The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 2, line 1 of the Agricultural Schedule.

6621 The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 2, line 2 of the Agricultural Schedule.

6623 The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 2, line 4 of the Agricultural Schedule.

6624 The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 2, line 5 of the Agricultural Schedule.

6627 The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 12, line 3 of the Agricultural Schedule.

6628 The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 12, line 4 of the Agricultural Schedule.

6629 The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 12, line 5 of the Agricultural Schedule.

6644 Additional crop: 91-1-X.

6646 Operator of farm 6647 lived on this farm.

6647 Operator lived on farm 6646.

6648 Operator of farm 6649 lived on this farm.

6649 Operator lived on farm 6648.

6650 The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 12, line 1 of the Agricultural Schedule.

6652 The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 12, line 3 of the Agricultural Schedule.
DALLAS, ALABAMA (continued)

6658 The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 8, line 4 of the Agricultural Schedule.

6668 Operator lived on farm 6669.

6669 Operator of farm 6668 lived on this farm.

Enumeration District 70 [farms 6670 to 6679]: The Northern Agricultural Schedule was used in this district.

6679 The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 13, line 5 of the Agricultural Schedule.
YORK, VIRGINIA [farms 6680-6769]

6682 Operator was a trucker.
6693 Operator lived on a farm not sampled (located on page 15, line 39 of the Population Schedule).
6697 Operator was a sailor.
6704 Operator was a mechanic.
6712 Operator of farm 6713 lived on this farm.
6713 Operator lived on farm 6712.
6715 Operator was an oysterman.
6719 Operator was a retail store owner.
6738 Operator was a physician.
6739 Operator was an oysterman.
6748 Operator was a sailor.
6751 Operator was an oysterman.
6752 Operator was a sailor.
6760 Operator was a teamster.
6769 Operator was a sailor.
ALBEMARLE, VIRGINIA [farms 6770-6933]

The enumerators for the entire county used the Northern Agricultural Schedule.

6776 Operator was a physician.
6782 Additional crop: 88-4-X.
6788 Additional crop: 81-2-X.
6791 Additional crop: 91-2-50.
6792 Additional crop: 88-8-100.
6799 Additional crop: 91-1-200.
6805 Operator was a stone mason.
6807 Operator was a blacksmith.
6809 Operator was a merchant.
6812 Operator was a cooper.
6814 Operator was a blacksmith.
6816 Operator was a wagon maker.
6817 Additional crop: 88-2-200.
6827 Operator was a physician.
6833 Additional crop: 88-8-75.
6834 Operator was a carpenter.
6837 Additional crop: 88-3-40.
6840 Operator was an Episcopalian minister.
6841 Operator of farm 6842 lived on this farm.
6842 Operator was a carpenter. Operator lived on farm 6841.
ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA (continued)

6843 Operator was a miller.

6848 The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 11, line 6 of the Agricultural Schedule.

6849 Operator was a railroad employee.

6850 Operator was a railroad employee.

6851 Operator was a merchant.

6860 Additional crops: 80-X-2; 81-X-4; 88-10-200.

6863 Additional crops: 80-X-2; 81-X-2.

6864 Additional crops: 80-X-3; 81-X-3.

6871 Additional crops: 80-X-2; 81-X-1; 88-3-15.

6873 Operator was a carpenter.

6877 This farm was operated by a partnership. The second partner was a Black, illiterate, 35 year old native of Virginia. He is found on page 12, line 3 of the Population Schedule.

6881 Additional crop: 81-X-2.

6885 Operator was a blacksmith.

6890 Operator was a merchant.

6895 Additional crop: 80-X-2.

6897 Additional crops: 80-X-3; 81-X-2.

6898 Additional crop: 81-X-6.

6899 Operator was a blacksmith.

6900 Operator was a blacksmith.

ALBEMARLE, VIRGINIA (continued)

6912 Operator was a minister. Additional crop: 88-6-450.
6915 Operator was a lawyer.
6916 Operator was a lawyer.
6917 Operator was a lawyer.
6919 Operator was a blacksmith.
6922 Additional crop: 91-1-50.
6925 Additional crop: 88-4-X.
6926 Additional crops: 81-X-1; 88-2-X.
GREENE, VIRGINIA [farms 6934-7008]

All enumeration districts in this county used the Northern Agricultural Schedule.

6939 Operator was a miller.
6941 Operator was a carpenter.
6952 Additional crop: '88-5-X.
6953 Operator was a blacksmith.
6954 Additional crop: 81-X-2
6955 This farm was operated by a partnership. The second partner was not located on the Population Schedule. Additional crops: 88-2-250.
6963 Additional crops: 80-X-1; 81-X-1; 88-1-X; 91-1-30.
6964 Operator was a blacksmith.
6967 Operator of farm 6968 lived on this farm.
6968 Operator lived on farm 6967.
6971 Operator was a plasterer. Additional crop: 80-X-2.
6979 Operator was a "servant of poor".
6984 Additional crop: 80-X-2.
6993 Additional crop: 81-X-1.
6998 Additional crop: 88-2-200.
7005 Operator was a sheriff.
HALIFAX, VIRGINIA [farms 7009-7195]

All enumeration districts in this county used the Northern Agricultural Schedule.

7012 Operator was a miller and a farmer.
7013 Operator was a miller.
7014 Operator was a railroad agent.
7018 Operator was a doctor and a farmer.

7021 This farm was operated by a partnership. The second and third partners were White, literate natives of Virginia. They were 23 and 21 years old and are located on page 15, lines 25 and 26 respectively of the Population Schedule.

7023 Operator was a Methodist preacher.

7029 This farm was operated by a partnership. The second partner was a Black, illiterate, 45 year old native of Virginia. He is located on page 6, line 18 of the Population Schedule.

7035 Operator was a miller and a farmer.
7040 Operator was a carpenter and a farmer.
7043 Additional crop: 91-1-100.
7047 Additional crop: 91-1-50.
7048 Additional crop: 91-5-75.
7049 Additional crop: 91-2-X.
7053 Additional crop: 91-4-200.
7054 Additional crops: 80-X-1; 81-X-2; 91-X-20.
7055 Additional crops: 80-X-2; 81-X-1.
7056 Additional crops: 80-X-20; 81-X-5; 91-4-X.
HALIFAX, VIRGINIA (continued)

7058 Additional crop: 81-X-5.
7062 Additional crops: 81-X-1; 88-2-X.
7063 Additional crops: 80-X-3; 81-X-4; 91-1-30.
7065 Additional crops: 80-X-1; 81-X-1.
7066 Additional crop: 81-X-1.
7067 Additional crop: 81-X-1.
7068 Additional crop: 81-X-1.
7072 Additional crop: 91-3-20.
7084 Operator was a physician.
7085 Operator was a lawyer.
7098 Operator was a seamstress.
7104 Operator was a seamstress.
7106 Operator was a blacksmith.
7112 Additional crops: 80-X-8; 91-1-50.
7119 Additional crop: 91-2-275.
7120 Additional crop: 88-2-200.
7134 Operator was a merchant.
7144 Additional crop: 80-X-3.
7145 Additional crops: 80-X-3; 81-X-1; 91-1-200.
7147 Additional crops: 80-X-5; 81-X-3; 91-1-400.
7157 Operator was a carpenter. Additional crops: 81-X-2; 80-X-2.
7172 Additional crop: 80-X-5.
HALIFAX, VIRGINIA (continued).

7176 Additional crop: 91-1-300.
7185 Additional crop: 81-X-1.
7188 Additional crops: 81-X-1; 91-2-40.
GILES, VIRGINIA [farms 7196-7294]

All enumeration districts used the Northern Agricultural Schedule.

7196 Additional crop: 88-4-100.
7197 Additional crop: 88-3-30.
7198 Operator was a carpenter.
7200 Additional crop: 81-X-3.
7205 Additional crops: 81-X-3; 88-2-50.
7207 Additional crops: 81-X-1; 88-2-100.
7212 Additional crops: 81-X-3; 88-7-60.
7216 Additional crops: 81-X-15; 86-1-500; 88-5-300.
7219 Operator was a merchant.
7220 Additional crops: 80-X-7; 81-X-6; 66-1-16; 77-1-100.
7222 Additional crops: 81-X-3; 77-X-50; 88-1-150.
7223 Additional crops: 61-X-1; 66-X-30; 77-X-40; 88-1-100.
7224 Additional crop: 81-X-1.
7225 Additional crops: 81-X-1; 77-X-20.

Enumeration District 33 [farms 7226 to 7264]: In this district the enumerator appears to have initially reversed the standard procedure for indicating literacy and later corrected the interpretation by coding an (X) for each literate adult and all young children, and a slash (\) for those illiterate. This interpretation appears on the tape.

7226 Additional crops: 80-X-1; 78-X-100.
GILES, VIRGINIA (continued)

7238 Additional crops: 66-1-110; 77-1-100; 88-4-X.

7240 Operator was a carpenter.

7246 Operator was a mechanic.

7249 Operator was a shoemaker. Operator of farm 7250 lived on this farm.

7250 Operator lived on farm 7249.

7252 The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 22, line 7 of the Agricultural Schedule.

7253 The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 22, line 8 of the Agricultural Schedule.

7259 Operator was a merchant.

7270 Operator was a physician.

7272 Operator of farm 7273 lived on this farm.

7273 Operator lived on farm 7272.

7281 Operator was a carpenter.

7285 Additional crop: 81-X-3.
RED RIVER, TEXAS [farms 7295-7560]

7326 Operator was a physician.

7330 Operator was a blacksmith.

7344 Operator of farm 7345 lived on this farm.

7345 Operator lived on farm 7344.

7354 Operator of farm 7355 lived on this farm.

7355 Operator lived on farm 7354.

7357 Operator also operated farms 7358, 7359, 7360 and a farm not sampled (page 28, line 6 of the Agricultural Schedule).

7358 Operator also operated farms 7357, 7359, 7360 and a farm not sampled (page 28, line 6 of the Agricultural Schedule).

7359 Operator also operated farms 7357, 7358, 7360 and a farm not sampled (page 28, line 6 of the Agricultural Schedule).

7360 Operator also operated farms 7357, 7358, 7359 and a farm not sampled (page 28, line 6 of the Agricultural Schedule).

7364 Operator of farm 7365 lived on this farm.

7365 Operator lived on farm 7364.

7369 Operator of farm 7370 lived on this farm.

7370 Operator lived on farm 7369.

7378 Operator of farm 7379 lived on this farm.

7379 Operator lived on farm 7378.

7381 Operators of farm 7385 and a farm not sampled (located on page 1, line 11 of the Population Schedule) lived on this farm.

7382 Operator of a farm not sampled (located on page 1, line 15 of the Population Schedule) lived on this farm.
RED RIVER, TEXAS (continued)

7383 The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 1, line 3 of the Agricultural Schedule.

7384 The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 1, line 4 of the Agricultural Schedule.

7385 Operator was a school teacher. Operator lived on farm 7381.

7386 Additional crop: 91-1-75.

7392 Operator was a physician.

7394 Operator was an engine builder.

7425 The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 17, line 10 of the Agricultural Schedule. Operator was a miller, a merchant and a farmer. Operator of a farm not sampled lived on this farm (located on page 21, line 15 of the Population Schedule).

7426 Operator of farm 7427 lived on this farm.

7427 Operator lived on farm 7426.

7458 Operator was a physician.

7451 Operator of farm 7452 lived on this farm.

7452 Operator lived on farm 7451.

7457 Operator of farm 7458 lived on this farm.

7458 Operator lived on farm 7457.

7465 Operator was a physician.

7478 Operator of farm 7479 lived on this farm.

7479 Operator lived on farm 7478.

7491 Operator was a physician and a farmer.
RED RIVER, TEXAS (continued)

7499 Operator was an Indian.
7508 Operator of farm 7509 lived on this farm.
7509 Operator lived on farm 7508.
7514 Operator was a doctor.
PERRY, ALABAMA [farms 7561-7885]

7596 Operator was a merchant.

7598 Operator lived on a farm not sampled. The farm is located on page 2, line 4 of the Population Schedule. Six people resided there.

7599 Operator lived on a farm not sampled. The farm is located on page 2, line 4 of the Population Schedule. Six people resided there.

7623 Operator was a farmer and a merchant.

7658 Additional crops: 80-X-60; 91-1-100.

7675 Additional crops: 80-X-30; 91-1-X.

7739 Additional crops: 81-X-2; 91-1-10.

7755 Operator was in merchandising.

7772 Operator lived on farm 7773.

7773 Operator of farm 7772 lived on this farm.

7811 Operator lived on farm 7812.

7812 Operator of farm 7811 lived on this farm.

7816 Operator of farm 7819 lived on this farm.

7819 Operator lived on farm 7816.

7861 The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 6, line 2 of the Agricultural Schedule.

Enumeration District 93 [farms 7866 to 7885]: In this district the enumerator reversed the standard procedure for indicating literacy. "Cannot read" and "Cannot write" were interpreted to mean "Can read" and "Can write". The correct interpretation appears on the tape.
SPOTSYLVANIA, VIRGINIA [farms 7886-8015]

All enumeration districts used the Northern Agricultural Schedule.

7886 Operator was a physician.
7901 Operator lived on farm 7902.
7902 Operator of farm 7901 lived on this farm.
7909 Additional crop: 81-X-2.
7914 Operator kept a grist mill.
7916 Additional crops: 81-X-3; 91-20-40.
7917 Operator was a wagon maker.
7918 Additional crops: 81-X-2; 91-1-60.
7921 Operator lived on farm 7924.
7924 Operator of farm 7921 and operator of a farm not sampled (page 10, line 35 of the Population Schedule) lived on this farm.
7927 Operator of farm 7928 lived on this farm.
7928 Operator lived on farm 7927.
7931 Operator was a grocer and a farmer. Operator of farm 7933 lived on this farm.
7933 Operator lived on farm 7931.
7935 Operator was a railroad hand.
7937 Operator was a millwright.
7939 This farm was operated by a partnership. The second partner was a Black, illiterate, 50 year old native of Virginia. He is found on page 38, line 26 of the Population Schedule.
7942 Operator was a teacher in an academy.
SPOTSYLVANIA, VIRGINIA (continued)

7955 Operator was in milling.

7970 Additional crop: 91-1-50.

7978 The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 5, line 8 of the Agricultural Schedule.

7996 Operator was a lawyer.

8003 Operator was a doctor.

8006 Operator was a "house furnishings store" operator.

8007 Operator was a brick manufacturer.

8008 Operator was a gardener.

8009 Operator was a merchant.

8012 Operator was a merchant.
SURRY, VIRGINIA [farms 8016-8105]

All enumeration districts used the Northern Agricultural Schedule.

8018 Operator was a physician.
8022 Operator was a shoemaker.
8026 Operator was a lumber dealer.
8028 Operator lived on farm 8029.
8029 Operator was a carpenter. Operator of farm 8028 lived on this farm.
8033 Operator was a minister.
8042 Operator was a merchant.
8047 Operator was a carpenter.
STAFFORD, VIRGINIA [farms 8106-8215]

All enumeration districts used the Northern Agricultural Schedule.

8107 Operator was a publisher.
8113 Operator was a grocery merchant.
8121 Operator was a carpenter.
8126 Operator was a county surveyor.
8149 Additional crop: 80-X-3.
8150 Additional crop: 80-X-1.
8152 Operator was a grocery store operator.
8159 Operator was a blacksmith.
8177 Additional crop: 91-1-150.
8197 Operator was a superintendent of schools.
8201 Additional crop: 91-X-100.
PIKE, MISSISSIPPI [farms 8216-8390]

8220 Operator was a blacksmith.

8256 Operator was in milling. The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 39, line 6 of the Agricultural Schedule.

8271 Additional crop: 88-1-80.

8326 Operator was a merchant.

8327 Operator was a physician.

8329 Operator was a physician.

8337 Additional crop: 88-1-30.

8352 Operator was a blacksmith.

8354 Operator was a miller. The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 3, line 4 of the Agricultural Schedule.

8355 Operator was a butcher and a farmer. The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 3, line 5 of the Agricultural Schedule.

8358 The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 12, line 8 of the Agricultural Schedule.

8365 Operator was a carpenter.

8372 Operator of farm 8373 lived on this farm.

8373 Operator lived on farm 8372.

8377 Additional crops: 80-X-50; 91-1-25.
NASH, NORTH CAROLINA [farms 8391-8625]

This county was composed of eleven enumeration districts (170-180). The districts were not listed consecutively on the microfilm. They were sampled in the order they appear.

8394 Additional crops: 86-X-20; 88-4-150.

8395 Additional crop: 91-4-100.

8408 Operator was a carpenter.

8409 Operator was a wheelwright.

8410 Operator was a dry goods merchant.

8413 Additional crop: 81-X-3.

8423 Operator of farm 8424 lived on this farm.

8424 Operator lived on farm 8423.

8432 Additional crop: 91-1-X.

8446 Operator of a farm not sampled (located on page 46, line 47 of the Population Schedule) lived on this farm. Additional crop: 80-X-50.

8447 Operator was a mechanic.

8449 Additional crop: 91-1-125.

8450 Additional crop: 91-1-60.

8453 Operator was a minister. Additional crop: 91-1-10.

8455 Operator was a farmer and a blacksmith. Additional crop: 91-1-100.

8456 Additional crop: 81-X-1.

8458 Operator was a farmer and a blacksmith.

Enumeration District 176 [farms 8476 to 8576 and 8566 to 8575]: In this district the enumerator reversed the standard procedure for indicating literacy. "Cannot read" and "Cannot write" were altered to read "Can read" and "Can write". The correct interpretation appears on the tape.
NASH, NORTH CAROLINA (continued)

8481 Additional crops: 81-X-2; 91-2-X.
8493 Operator of farm 8495 lived on this farm.
8495 Operator lived on farm 8493.
8496 The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official farm. The original choice was on page 1, line 1 of the Agricultural Schedule.
8497 Operator of farm 8498 lived on this farm.
8498 Operator lived on farm 8497.
8506 Additional crop: 81-X-1.
8511 Operator was a mechanic.
8513 Additional crop: 88-2-60.
8523 Operator was a miller.
8539 Operator was a deputy sheriff.
8549 Additional crops: 88-1-X; 91-1-X.
8565 Additional crop: 80-X-4.
8571 Additional crop: 81-X-1.
8574 Operator was a millwright.
8599 Operator of farm 8600 lived on this farm.
8600 Operator lived on farm 8599.
8609 Additional crop: 91-1-50.
CHEROKEE, TEXAS [farms 8626-8657]

8626 Operator was a trader.

8627 Additional crops: 77-X-20; 91-1-20.

8637 Additional crop: 91-X-50.

8651 Operator was a lawyer.

8655 Operator was a school teacher.

8678 Operators of farm 8679 and of two other farms not sampled (located on page 30, lines 10 and 14 of the Population Schedule) lived on this farm.

8679 Operator lived on farm 8678.

8680 Operator was a carpenter.

8686 Operator was a dentist.

8689 Additional crop: 91-1-280.


8699 Operator of farm 8700 lived on this farm.

8700 Operator lived on farm 8699.

8737 Operator was a physician.

8758 Operator was a carpenter.

8759 Operator was the pastor of the Baptist Church.

8775 Operator of farm 8776 lived on this farm.

8776 Operator lived on farm 8775.

8788 Operator was an employee at a saw mill.

8799 Operator was an employee at a saw mill. Operator of farm 8791 lived on this farm.
CHEROKEE, TEXAS (continued)

8790 Operator of farm 8792 lived on this farm.
8791 Operator lived on farm 8789.
8792 Operator lived on farm 8790.

Enumeration District 17 [farms 8798 to 8817]: The Northern Agricultural Schedule was used in this district. No wage data was reported.

8825 Operator of farm 8826 lived on this farm.
8826 Operator lived on farm 8825.
8835 Operator of farm 8836 lived on this farm.
8836 Operator lived on farm 8835.

8854 The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 11, line 2, of the Agricultural Schedule.
CALHOUN, ALABAMA [farms 8858-9067]

8861 Operator was a dental surgeon.
8868 Operator was a carpenter.
8871 Operator was a grist mill employee.
8877 Operator was a judge.
8881 Additional crop: 88-1-X.
8882 Operator was a minister.
8888 Operator was a miller. Operator of farm 8889 lived on this farm.
8889 Operator lived on farm 8888.
8905 Operator was a minister.
8912 Additional crop: 91-5-X.
8918 Additional crop: 91-1-X.
8932 Operator was a school teacher.
8945 Additional crop: 91-1-X.
8983 Operator lived on a farm not sampled (located on page 13, line 1 of the Population Schedule).
8990 Additional crop: 91-1-X.
8992 Operator was a dry goods merchant.
9008 Additional crops: 80-X-4; 91-1-X.
9009 Additional crop: 91-1-X.
9015 Operator was a merchant.
9016 Operator was a blacksmith.
9017 Operator was a school teacher.
CALHOUN, ALABAMA (continued)

Enumeration District 13 [farms 9018 to 9037]: In this district the enumerator reversed the standard procedure for indicating literacy. "Cannot read" and "Cannot write" were altered to read "Can read" and "Can write". The correct interpretation appears on the tape.

9018 Operator was a blacksmith.

9020 Operator of farm 9021 lived on this farm.

9021 Operator lived on farm 9020.

9046 Operator lived on farm 9047.

9047 Operators of farm 9046 and a farm not sampled (located on page 24, line 9 of the Population Schedule) lived on this farm.

9050 Operator was a coal miner.

9059 Operator was a manufacturer.

9060 Operator was a bookkeeper.
GOLIAD, TEXAS [farms 9068-9147]

9069  Operator was a teacher.
9087  Operator was an editor.
9097  Operator was a carpenter.
9105  Operator was a blacksmith.
9108  Operator was a ferryman and a farmer.
9116  Operator was an inspector of stock.
9119  Operator was a sheep shearer.
9132  Operator was a carpenter.
9141  Operator of farm 9142 lived on this farm.
9142  Operator lived on farm 9141.
CORYELL, TEXAS [farms 9148-9327]

9148 The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 1, line 1 of the Agricultural Schedule.

9170 Operator of farm 9171 lived on this farm.

9171 Operator lived on farm 9170.

9175 Operator of farm 9176 lived on this farm.

9176 Operator lived on farm 9175.

9203 Operator was a lawyer.

9206 Operator was a minister.

9225 Operator was a Justice of the Peace.

9233 Operator was born at sea.

9255 Operator of farm 9256 lived on this farm.

9256 Operator lived on farm 9255.

9257 Operator lived on a farm not sampled (located on page 51, line 18 of the Population Schedule).

9277 Operator was a minister.

9284 Operator of farm 9285 lived on this farm.

9285 Operator lived on farm 9284.

9288 The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 18, line 1 of the Agricultural Schedule.

9292 The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 18, line 5 of the Agricultural Schedule.

9293 The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 21, line 6 of the Agricultural Schedule.
CORYELL, TEXAS (continued)

9294 The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 21, line 7 of the Agricultural Schedule.

9296 The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 21, line 9 of the Agricultural Schedule.

9304 Operator was a mechanic.

9326 Operator of farm 9327 lived on this farm.

9327 Operator lived on farm 9326.
DENTON, TEXAS [farms 9328-9467]

Enumeration District 101 [farms 9338 to 9347]: In this district the enumerator reversed the standard procedure for indicating literacy. "Cannot read" and "Cannot write" were altered to read "Can read" and "Can write". The correct interpretation appears on the tape.

9338 Operator was a minister.

9340 Operator of farm 9341 lived on this farm.

9341 Operator lived on farm 9340.

9343 Additional crops: 88-X-40; 91-3-200.

9365 Operator was a merchant.

9411 Additional crop: 91-1-X.

9419 Operator was a minister.

9421 Operator was a physician.

9465 Operator of farm 9466 lived on this farm.

9466 Operator lived on farm 9465.
ROBERTSON, TEXAS [Farms 9468-9622]

9478 Operator of farm 9479 lived on this farm.
9479 Operator lived on farm 9478.
9505 Operator of farm 9506 lived on this farm.
9506 Operator lived on farm 9505.
9525 Operator of farm 9526 lived on this farm.
9526 Operator lived on farm 9525.
9548 Operator of farm 9549 lived on this farm.
9549 Operator lived on farm 9548.
9550 Operator of farm 9551 lived on this farm.
9551 Operator lived on farm 9550.
9559 Operator of farm 9560 lived on this farm.
9560 Operator lived on farm 9559.
9561 Operator of farm 9562 lived on this farm.
9562 Operator lived on farm 9561.
MONTGOMERY, TEXAS [farms 9623-9757]

9678 Operator was a lawyer.

9690 Operator of farm 9691 lived on this farm.

9691 Operator lived on farm 9690.

9695 The original farm selected was replaced since not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 13, line 8 of the Agricultural Schedule.

9699 Operator of farm 9700 lived on this farm.

9700 Operator lived on farm 9699.

9710 Operator was a carpenter.

9713 Operator was a railroad hand.

9728 Operator of farm 9729 lived on this farm.

9729 Operator lived on farm 9728.

9738 Operator was a house carpenter.

9739 Operator was a well-digger.

9740 Operator was a merchant. The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 48, line 8 of the Agricultural Schedule.

9741 Operator was a merchant.

9744 Operator was a book agent. Operator lived on farm 9746.

9746 Operator of farm 9744 lived on this farm.

9755 Operators of farms 9756 and 9757 lived on this farm.

9756 Operator lived on farm 9755.

9757 Operator lived on farm 9755.
MATAGORDA, TEXAS [farms 9758-9772]

Enumeration District 96 [farms 9758 to 9762]: In this district the enumerator reversed the standard procedure for indicating literacy. "Cannot read" and "Cannot write" were altered to read "Can read" and "Can write". The correct interpretation appears on the tape.

Enumeration District 97 [farms 9763-9767]: In this district the enumerator reversed the standard procedure for indicating literacy. "Cannot read" and "Cannot write" were altered to read "Can read" and "Can write". The correct interpretation appears on the tape.

9765 Operator was a physician.

9767 Operator was a "M. D. representative".
WHARTON, TEXAS [farms 9773-9802]

(No footnotes).
ANGELINA, TEXAS [farms 9803-9842]

9824 Operator of farm 9825 lived on this farm.
9825 Operator lived on farm 9824.
9833 Operator of farm 9834 lived on this farm.
9834 Operator lived on farm 9833.
9841 Additional crop: 91-1-50.
NEWTON, TEXAS [farms 9843-9872]

Enumeration District 5¼ [farm numbers 9843 to 9847]: This district used the Northern Agricultural Schedule.

9855 Operator was a merchant and a farmer.
PERQUIMANS, NORTH CAROLINA [farms 9873-9977]

9874 Operator of farm 9875 lived on this farm.

9875 Operator lived on farm 9874.

9896 Operator of farm 9897 lived on this farm.

9897 Operator lived on farm 9896.

9910 Operator was employed in "milling and sawing". Operator of farm 9911 lived on this farm.

9911 Operator lived on farm 9910.

Enumeration District 118 [farms 9923 to 9932]: In this district the enumerator reversed the standard procedure for indicating literacy. "Cannot read" and "Cannot write" were altered to read "Can read" and "Can write". The correct interpretation appears on the tape.
WILKES, NORTH CAROLINA [farms 9978-10152]

9978 Additional crops: 88-1-X; 91-1-25.

9978 Operator lived on a farm not sampled (located on page 33, line 34 of the Population Schedule).

9978 Operator was a "merchant, grocery store owner".


9978 Additional crops: 81-X-7; 86-X-200.

9978 Operator was a mine worker.

9978 Operator was a minister.

9978 Additional crops: 66-1-15; 77-1-37; 80-X-50; 88-3-200.

9978 Additional crop: 81-X-1.


10006 Additional crop: 81-X-1.

10007 Additional crops: 88-5-350; 91-3-50.

10008 Additional crops: 81-X-2; 88-1-5.

10010 Additional crops: 80-X-29; 81-X-1; 88-3-25.

10012 Additional crops: 80-X-2; 81-X-2.


10017 Additional crops: 80-X-10; 81-X-5; 88-8-300.

10018 Additional crops: 80-X-2; 81-X-1.

10019 Additional crop: 81-X-3.

10020 Operator of farm 10021 lived on this farm.

10021 Operator lived on farm 10020.
WILKES, NORTH CAROLINA (continued)

10023 Additional crops: 81-X-2;
10024 Additional crops: 81-X-2; 86-X-60.
10025 Additional crops: 80-X-5; 81-X-10; 86-X-100; 88-2-100; 91-1-X.
10026 Additional crops: 77-1-45; 80-X-1; 81-X-1; 88-1-150.
10036 Operator of farm 10037 lived on this farm.
10037 Operator lived on farm 10036.
10038 Additional crops: 80-X-5; 81-X-1.
10039 Additional crops: 81-X-9; 88-4-75.
10041 Additional crops: 80-X-4; 81-X-2; 88-3-60.
10049 Additional crops: 80-X-3; 81-X-2; 88-4-100.
10053 Additional crops: 80-X-2; 81-X-1.
10058 Additional crops: 77-X-8; 81-X-2; 86-X-12.
10059 Additional crops: 62-1-3; 66-1-10; 77-1-30; 81-X-3; 86-X-20.
10060 Additional crops: 66-X-6; 81-X-3; 86-X-12.
10061 Additional crops: 81-X-4; 91-1-10.
10063 Operator was a miller.
10064 Additional crops: 77-X-10; 81-X-10; 86-X-25; 88-1-25; 91-1-5.
WILKES, NORTH CAROLINA (continued)

10065 Additional crops: 81-X-4; 88-2-100.
10066 Additional crops: 81-X-5; 86-X-100.
10067 Additional crops: 77-X-20; 81-X-4; 86-X-30; 88-5-8.
10068 Additional crops: 80-X-18; 88-5-200.

10069 The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 6, line 7 of the Agricultural Schedule.

10070 The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 6, line 8 of the Agricultural Schedule.

10071 Operator lived on a farm not sampled (located on page 6, line 17 of the Population Schedule).

10073 Additional crops: 80-X-10; 81-X-4.

10074 The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 17, line 2 of the Agricultural Schedule.

10075 Additional crop: 88-5-50.
10076 Additional crops: 66-X-20; 81-X-5; 86-1-40; 88-3-50.

10077 The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 17, line 5 of the Agricultural Schedule.

10083 Additional crops: 91-1-X; 81-X-2; 86-X-20.
10085 Additional crops: 81-X-2; 86-X-6.
10086 Additional crops: 54-1-1; 81-X-1; 86-X-6.
10087 Additional crops: 66-X-5; 80-X-4; 88-2-100; 91-1-X.

10094 Operator was a blacksmith and a farmer.

10100 Additional crops: 80-X-3; 81-X-3.
10101 Operator was a blacksmith.
WILKES, NORTH CAROLINA (continued)

10106 Additional crops: 80-X-10; 81-X-2.
10114 Operator was a blacksmith.
10115 Additional crop: 81-X-1.
10116 Operator was a blacksmith.
10119 Operator was a physician. Additional crops: 54-2-10; 80-X-12; 81-X-2; 88-5-600; 91-2-X.
10123 Additional crops: 80-X-2; 81-X-3.
10128 Additional crops: 80-X-3; 81-X-2.
10129 Additional crop: 81-X-2.
10130 Operator of farm 10131 lived on this farm.
10131 Operator lived on farm 10130. Additional crop: 81-X-1.
10140 Additional crop: 81-X-1.
10143 Additional crop: 88-1-X.
10146 Additional crops: 80-X-5; 81-X-3; 88-2-150.
10147 Additional crop: 88-3-20.
10152 Additional crop: 80-X-10.
HOUSTON, TENNESSEE [farms 10153-10212]

Enumeration District 91 [farms 10153 to 10167]: In this district the enumerator apparently reversed the standard procedure for indicating literacy. "Cannot read" and "Cannot write" were interpreted to mean "Can read" and "Can write". The correct interpretation appears on the tape.

10177 Operator was a carpenter.
10181 Operator was a cabinet maker.

Enumeration District 94 [farms 10198 to 10212]: In this district the enumerator apparently reversed the standard procedure for indicating literacy. "Cannot read" and "Cannot write" were interpreted to mean "Can read" and "Can write". The correct interpretation appears on the tape.

10198 Operator was a blacksmith.
10200 Operator lived on farm 10201.
10201 Operators of farms 10200 and 10202 lived on this farm.
10202 Operator lived on farm 10201.
10203 Additional crop: 81-X-1.
WHITE, TENNESSEE [farms 10213-10387]

Enumeration Districts 138 [farms 10211 to 10237], 140 [farms 10257 to 10272], and 141 [farms 10273 to 10282]: These districts reported cotton production in pounds rather than bales. The reported pounds were converted to bales using a ratio of 475 pounds per bale.

10214 Additional crop: 88-2-120.

10215 This farm was operated by a partnership. The second partner was a White, literate, 35 year old native of Tennessee. He was a tanner. He is found on page 7, line 38 of the Population Schedule.

10216 Operator of farm 10217 lived on this farm.

10217 Operator lived on farm 10216.

10222 Operator lived on a farm not sampled (located on page 15, line 41 of the Population Schedule).

10237 Operator was a lawyer.

10238 Operator was a "minister of the gospel and a school teacher". Additional crop: 81-X-1.

10243 Operator of farm 10244 lived on this farm. Additional crops: 77-1-55; 91-4-X.

10244 Operator lived on farm 10243.

10250 Operator of farm 10251 lived on this farm.

10251 Operator lived on farm 10250.

10261 Operator was a blacksmith. Additional crops: 80-X-30; 88-5-50.

10262 Additional crops: 80-X-50; 88-3-50.

10263 Additional crops: 88-2-X; 91-4-X.

10270 Operator was a mail carrier.

10271 Operator was a saddler.
WHITE, TENNESSEE (continued)

10279 Additional crops: 86-X-100; 88-1-200; 91-3-20.
10281 Operator lived on farm 10282.
10282 Operator of farm 10281 lived on this farm.
10285 Additional crop: 81-X-1.
10286 Operator was a cabinet maker.
10293 Additional crop: 81-X-1.
10295 Additional crops: 88-1-X; 91-1-X.
10299 Operator was a "stone yard turner".
10302 Operator was a clerk of the court and a farmer.
10303 Additional crop: 81-X-1.
10306 Additional crop: 88-5-X.
10307 Additional crops: 91-1-5; 80-X-5; 88-2-X; 81-X-1.
10311 Operator was a merchant and a farmer.
10314 Additional crop: 80-X-1.
10320 Additional crop: 91-2-5.
10326 Additional crop: 80-X-3.
10328 Operator of farm 10329 lived on this farm.
10329 Operator lived on farm 10328.
10330 Additional crops: 88-3-X; 80-X-2.
WHITE, TENNESSEE (continued)

10334 Operator was a bootmaker.
10337 Additional crops: 80-X-6; 81-X-3; 88-5-450.
10345 Additional crops: 80-X-100; 88-10-500.
10349 Operator of farm 10350 lived on this farm.
10350 Operator lived on farm 10349.
10358 Additional crops: 81-X-4; 88-2-400.
10363 Operator of farm 10364 lived on this farm. Additional crop: 88-5-X.
10364 Operator lived on farm 10363.
10366 Operator was a cooper.
10372 Operator was a cooper.
10373 Operator was a carpenter.
10374 Additional crops: 80-X-2; 88-2-5.
10378 Additional crop: 81-X-5.
10380 Additional crops: 81-X-1; 88-3-X.
SCOTT, TENNESSEE [farms 10388-10482]

Enumeration District 3 [farms 10388 to 10407]: On the Agricultural Schedule, this district begins as number "one" and later changes to number "three". It has been shown throughout as "three" on the tape.

10399 Operator was a lawyer.
10407 Operator was a merchant.
10409 Operator was a saloon keeper.
10415 Additional crop: 88-3-100.
10421 Additional crop: 78-X-25.
10424 Additional crops: 88-6-X; 86-X-12.
10426 Additional crop: 81-X-1.
10436 Additional crop: 81-X-3.
10438 Additional crops: 81-X-1; 88-4-50.
10458 Additional crop: 81-X-2.
10470 Additional crops: 81-X-2; 91-1-2.
10472 Additional crop: 91-8-X.
10482 Additional crops: 78-X-75; 81-X-5.
BEDFORD, TENNESSEE [farms 10483-10802]

10490 Operator of farm 10492 lived on this farm. Additional crop: 80-X-10.

10492 Operator lived on farm 10490.

Enumeration District 4 [farms 10533 to 10552]: In this district the enumerator apparently reversed the standard procedure for indicating literacy. "Cannot read" and "Cannot write" were interpreted to mean "Can read" and "Can write". The correct interpretation appears on the tape.

10543 Additional crop: 91-1-100.

10548 Operator was a minister.

10549 Operator was a merchant.

10550 Operator was a teacher. The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 21, line 3 of the Agricultural Schedule.

10551 Operator was a merchant.

10552 Operator was a grain dealer. The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 21, line 5 of the Agricultural Schedule.

10555 Operator of farm 10556 lived on this farm.

10556 Operator lived on farm 10555.


10561 Additional crop: 88-X-10.

10562 Additional crop: 81-X-1.

10576 Operator of farm 10577 lived on this farm.

10577 Operator lived on farm 10576.

10583 Additional crop: 81-X-3.

10586 Additional crops: 80-X-2; 81-X-1; 88-3-70.
BEDFORD, TENNESSEE (continued)

10597 Operator was a produce merchant.

Enumeration District 9 [farms 10613 to 10627]: In this district the enumerator apparently reversed the standard procedure for indicating literacy. "Cannot read" and "Cannot write" were interpreted to mean "Can read" and "Can write". The correct interpretation appears on the tape.

10620 Operator was a carpenter.

10623 Operator of farm 10625 lived on this farm.

10625 Operator lived on farm 10623.

10628 Additional crop: 91-1-X.


10632 Additional crops: 81-X-10; 91-3-X.

10633 Additional crop: 80-X-5.

10635 Additional crops: 80-X-10; 91-1-100.

10641 Additional crop: 80-X-2.

10649 Operator was a physician.

10650 Operator was a retail grocer.

10651 Operator was a dry goods merchant.

10652 Operator was a druggist.

10657 Operator was a stone mason.


10665 Operator of farm 10666 lived on this farm.

10666 Operator lived on farm 10665.

10687 Operator was a merchant.
BEDFORD, TENNESSEE (continued)

10698 Additional crops: 88-1-100; 91-6-X.
10699 Additional crop: 91-1-X.
10711 Additional crop: 91-1-X.
10715 Operator lived on farm 10716.
10716 Operator of farm 10715 lived on this farm.
10721 Additional crop: 80-X-10.
10727 Additional crop: 88-2-X.
10733 Operator was in "sight education".
10788 Additional crops: 80-X-5; 88-1-X.
WEAKLEY, TENNESSEE [farms 10603-11202]

10804 Operator was a miller and a farmer.

10828 The original farm selected was replaced since it
was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 4,
line 1 of the Agricultural Schedule.

10829 The original farm selected was replaced since it
was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 4,
line 2 of the Agricultural Schedule.

10830 Additional crops: 80-X-3; 91-1-X.

10831 The original farm selected was replaced since it
was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 4,
line 4 of the Agricultural Schedule.

10832 Additional crops: 80-X-15; 91-1-X.

10836 Additional crop: 80-X-5.

10840 Operator was a brick mason. The original farm
selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm.
The original choice was on page 14, line 8 of the Agricultural
Schedule.

10841 Additional crops: 80-X-8; 88-2-250.

10842 Additional crop: 80-X-2.

10846 The original farm selected was replaced since it
was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 17,
line 4 of the Agricultural Schedule.

10852 Additional crop: 88-6-175.

10857 Additional crop: 80-X-10.

10859 Additional crop: 80-X-35.

10866 Operator of farm 10867 lived on this farm.
WEAKLEY, TENNESSEE (continued)

10867 Operator lived on farm 10866.
10878 Additional crop: 80-X-10.
10882 Additional crop: 88-I-X.
10891 Additional crop: 80-X-16.
10903 Operator was a physician.
10909 Additional crop: 91-2-X.
10913 Additional crop: 80-X-3.
10918 Additional crops: 80-X-10; 86-4-2500; 88-6-X.
10922 Operator was a carpenter.
10923 Additional crop: 80-X-10.
10935 Additional crop: 80-X-80.
10939 Operator was a dentist.
10944 Operator was an evangelist.
10948 Additional crop: 80-X-20.
10951 Operator was an agent for the railroad.
10952 Operator was a commercial agent.
10958 Operator was a carpenter.
10962 Operator was a plasterer.
10969 Operator was a preacher and a farmer.
10970 Additional crops: 80-X-100; 91-3-X.
WEAKLEY, TENNESSEE (continued)

10976 Additional crop: 80-X-75.
11014 Operator was a physician.
11081 Additional crop: 88-1-X.
11082 Operator was a merchant.
11092 Additional crop: 80-X-3.

11130 Operator was a blacksmith.

11137 Operator lived on a farm not sampled (located on page 34, line 1 of the Population Schedule). The original farm selected was replaced since it was not an "official" farm. The original choice was on page 10, line 10 of the Agricultural Schedule.

11138 Operator was a physician.

11144 Operator of farm 11145 lived on this farm. Additional crop: 80-X-1.
11145 Operator lived on farm 11144.
11148 Operator of farm 11149 lived on this farm.

11149 Operator lived on farm 11148.